In this chapter, in order to understand the structural related magnetic and transport properties of B site substituted perovskites La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (LSMO), we have systematically investigated the effects of replacing some of the Mn with nonmagnetic elements Ti, Zr, Cu, Al, Zn and magnetic elements Co, Ni, Cr, Fe. The structural, magnetic and electrical phase transitions and transport properties of these compounds were investigated by neutron diffraction, magnetization and electric resistivity measurements.
Introduction
Perovskite oxides have been an interesting research area for scientists due to their promising physical properties including colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), superconductivity, multiferroelectricity, metal-insulator transition (MIT), charge/orbital ordering, etc. Among various perovskite oxides, the manganite is a representative one with fascinating physical properties [37] . The manganite materials such as La 1-x Sr x MnO 3 , Nd 1-x Sr x MnO 3 , and Pr 1-x Ca x MnO 3 exhibit rich phase diagram involving spin-charge-orbital ordering, canted antiferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic ordering, and electronic phase separation [14, 17, 27, 39] . In addition to the abundant magnetic behavior, the MIT often occurs coincidently with structural or magnetic transition [17] ion provides an extra electron from the e g orbital responsible for conduction. The magnetic and electronic properties in these compounds can be explained using Zener's double exchange (DE) interaction [4, 11, 20, 40] . There is ferromagnetic interaction between the spin of the e g 1 electron in Mn 3+ and the local spin of t 2g
3
. By Sr or Ca doping, the holes were introduced into the e g band near the Fermi energy, which leads to mobile holes and conduction under an electric field. It was revealed that both DE interactions and the strong electron-phonon coupling should be considered to understand the Sr(Ca)-doped systems [10, 19, 30, 31, 35] . Polaron hopping was also proposed as the dominant conduction mechanism below T C [3, 12, 21, 32, 41] .
In the past decades, the A-site doped manganites A 1-x D x MnO 3 have been extensively studied with various attractive properties [14, 17, 27, 29, 33, 39] . In contrast, the B-site doped manganites have not been well studied. The substitution for the Mn (B site) has shown dramatic effect on the magnetic and transport properties of the perovskites [1, 2, 5, 6, 36, 38] . Generally, the B-site doping with 3d ions would destroy the ferromagnetic ordering of the Mn network, leading to the changes in the magnetic and electrical properties of manganites. The reentrant spin glass behavior has been observed in the Cr-doped A-type antiferromagnetic La 0.46 S r0.54 Mn 1-x Cr x O 3 due to the competing interaction between the FM and the A-type AFM coupling. The charge-orbital ordered Nd 0.5 Ca 0.5 Mn 1-x Cr x O 3 is a relaxor ferromagnet [26] . The Fe-doped La 1-x Ca x MnO 3 has gone through the localization-delocalization transition as the increase of the dopant concentration [1, 34] . Two ferromagnetic phases appeared in the LaMn 0.5 Ni 0.5 O 3 sample, which is critically related to the preparation process [18] . Therefore, in this chapter, the samples of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 1 -x T x O 3 (T= Ti, Zr, Cu, Co and Cr) were prepared, and the effects of substitution on Mn were studied using neutron diffraction(ND), X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS), magnetic and electric resistivity measurements. The relationship between structure and physical properties are explained by the competition between the DE and super exchange interactions, bandwidth W, bond angle, bond length and the frustration of spins and the change of valence states.
Experiments
Samples of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 1-x T x O 3 (T=Ti, Zr, Cu, Co, Cr) were synthesized using the standard solidstate reaction method, starting with the high purity La 2 O 3 , MnO 2 , TiO 2 , CuO, Cr 2 O 3 , Co 3 O 4 and SrCO 3 powders. Appropriate amounts of these powders were weighed and mixed according to the desired stoichiometry for each sample, then sintered in air for one day at 800℃, and cooled naturally to room temperature as the raw material. The raw materials were ground and sintered again in air for one day at 1350℃ with a room-air quench. The reacted powders were ground and cold pressed into disks with the thickness of ~2 mm under a pressure of ~10 MPa. These disks were sintered in air for one more day at 1350℃ and cooled naturally to room temperature. X-ray diffraction of the powders was performed at room temperature using with Cu-Kα radiation. Powder neutron diffraction experiments were performed at the University of Missouri-Columbia Research Reactor (MURR, λ = 1.4875Å) and high resolution powder diffractometer at HZB Germany using neutrons of wavelength (λ = 1.79821Å). The patterns were collected at the temperature range from 5K to 300K. Refinement of the XRD and ND data were carried out using the FULLPROF program. Magnetic measurements were conducted with a SQUID magnetometer (MPMS, Quantum design). The zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) magnetization curves were measured under applied magnetic field of 50Oe. Magnetoresistance data were collected using a physical properties measurement system (PPMS, Quantum design) with a standard four-point probe method. Ti-substituted perovskites La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 1-x Ti x O 3 , with 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.20 were studied using XRD, ND, magnetizatic and magnetoresistance (MR) measurements [22] . Typical ND patterns of the La 0. (0.645 Å) [38] . Fig. 2 plots the lattice parameter of the samples at different temperatures. It can be seen that the different behaviours are observed at RT and 10K. The lattice parameter a and unit cell volume reach a maximum value for x = 0.10, and then decrease for x > 0.10, while lattice parameter c increases with increasing x at 10 K. However, at RT, the lattice parameters a, c and the unit cell volume V all show similar increasing trend with increasing Ti content x. This difference should be related to the different magnetic ordering temperatures due to Ti substitution. In this system, as Mn ions are substituted by Ti ions, a lattice distortion may occur. We have calculated the so-called tolerance factor t of the La 0. 7 , respectively. These values are in the stable range of the 0.89 < t < 1.02 for the rhombohedral structure. The decrease of the t will lead to the decrease of Mn-O-Mn bond angle from 166.5 º to 165 º for x=0 and x=0.2 without a structure change. As a comparison, the Curie temperatures Tc of the samples are also shown in the figure 4. It can be seen that the resistivity for the x ≤ 0.05 sample shows a metallic-like behavior below the T C . A MIT is observed for all the x ≥ 0.10 samples at low temperature. A maximum peak in the resistivity is observed below T C for all samples, and shifts to a lower temperature when x increases. The one-electron bandwidth W is one of the fundamental parameters for controlling Perovskite Materials -Synthesis, Characterisation, Properties, and Applicationsthe magnetic and electric behavior of correlated electrons system such as perovskite [15, 35] . Using the tight binding approximation, the empirical formula of the W for ABO 3 -type perovskites is [29] . It is obvious that W decreases with the increasing Ti content x, which will reduce the 2p-3d hybridization between O and Mn ions and increases the electron-phonon coupling. Therefore, it leads to a lower magnetic ordering temperature T C and higher resistivity with increasing Ti content. Since the double exchange interaction between Mn-Mn ions is strongly dependent on both bond angle and bond distance, the substitution of Mn by Ti will decrease the exchange interaction between Mn-Mn ions.
It is obvious that a field-induced shift of the resistivity maximum occurs for x> 0.05 samples.
The MR ratio increases with the Ti content x, and reaches to about 70% for La 0. 
(a) x=0.00 that Cu goes into the Mn sites and all samples can be refined with the rhombohedral structure with the R 3 c space-group from 10 K to RT [24, 25] . It was noticed that the lattice parameters a,c and the unit cell volumes decrease with increasing Cu content at RT, while they remain nearly constant with increasing Cu content at 10 K. Since Cu X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) was used to determine the Cu valence states in these compounds. , and increase the magnetic ordering temperature T C at a low Cu-doping ratio. At a high doping ratio, the magnetic dilution effect of Cu is predominant, which gives rise to a sharp drop in the Curie temperature (Tc=250 K) for x=0.15. This is also related to the Cu ionic states. While the signature separation between the zero field cooling(ZFC) and field cooling (FC) curves is present, the complex curves observed in the other 3d-substituted systems is only weakly observable in the x=0.15 sample. This indicates there may be antiferromagnetic ordering up to 50 K that is too small to be observable within the resolution of the neutron diffraction analysis. The temperature dependence of resistivity under various applied fields was measured using PPMS and shown in Fig. 10 . With increasing Cu content, the resistivity of the compound increases, while the resistivity decreases with increasing magnetic field. This is ascribed to a reduction of the Mn 3+ /Mn 4+ ratio to account for the DE interaction and a reduction in the number of hopping electrons and hopping sites by Cu substitution. The resistivity shows a metal-like behavior with decreasing temperature when x is less than 0.10 samples. A MIT occurs for the x ≥ 0.15 samples (Fig. 10) . A resistivity peak corresponding to the magnetic transition is present. Figure 11 . It is obvious that the peak intensity of (012) decreases and those of (110) and (104) increase with the increase of the cobalt content x, which is due to the different scattering lengths of Mn and Co ions. Since these peaks are related to magnetic scattering, the changes correspond to the decrease of the magnetic contribution. A Rietveld refinement for all the polycrystalline samples was carried out to understand the detailed crystal and magnetic properties. Figure 12 Figure 13 (a). The representative Bragg reflections of neutron diffraction prior to and with the addition of magnetic phase are shown in Figure 13(b) . The misfits indicate the magnetic contributions. It is obvious that the (012) reflection has both nuclear and magnetic intensities and the (104), (110) reflections show little magnetic intensity for x=0.4. However, for x=1.0 sample, the (012) peak has magnetic intensity only and (104), (110) has both nuclear and magnetic intensities. There is almost no change of the intensity for x=0.5 and x=0.6 samples whether to add magnetic phase or not. The intensity of the magnetic peak (012) for LSCO decreases with the increase of temperature until vanishes finally, which is similar to LSMOCo0.4 (i.e. the magnetic peaks (104), (110) 
Co content x ) antiferromagnetic cluster). It should be noted that the hysteresis loop at 5K shows a jump at the vicinity of 0 T. The jump disappears when the temperature is just above the Curie temperature. This suggests that the observed phenomenon is related to the competition between the ferromagnetic double exchange interaction and the antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction. The i H C i s are significantly enhanced due to the freezing and pinning of the domain wall. The hysteresis loops do not show saturation under a magnetic field of 5T, which is consistent with the cluster glass behaviour. It is proposed that under a high magnetic field, the ferromagnetic clusters and partial antiferromagnetic clusters are forced to align along the direction of magnetic field. But the magnetization could not be saturated on account of the existence of antiferromagnetic clusters, so partial soft ferromagnetic clusters with small coercivity are demagnetized easily around H=0. As a result, a sudden drop of the magnetization has occurred, giving rise to a jump in the hysteresis curve. was investigated [7, 8, 9] . Figure 14 is the ND patterns of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 1-x Cr x O 3 (0<x<0.5) at 10 K. The magnetic contributions to the (012) and (110)+(104) peaks are evident. For x<0.2, the samples are simple ferromagnetic with magnetic moments decreasing with increasing Cr content. For 0.2≤x≤0.4, the (104) + (110) reflections become weaker, but two new peaks ((003) + (011)), inconsistent with a simple ferromagnetic solution emerge. The ((003) + (011)) peak is purely magnetic, while the (113) peak has nuclear and magnetic components. For x=0.5, the (104) + (110) reflections are present but weak, while the (003) + (011) reflections are now dominant. A single, homogeneous, long-range magnetically ordered state with compositionally-dependent charge ordering was proposed to fit the ND patterns [8, 9] . The magnetic structures are related to the competition between Mn-Mn, Mn-Cr and Cr-Cr interactions (double-exchange and superexchange). The metal to semi-metal and semi-metal to insulator At low temperature with small x, the net ferromagnetic behavior of the system is due to the large quantities of Mn 
Conclusion
The B-site substituted LSMOs can be divided into following two groups, (1) those made with the replacement of Mn by other 3d transition metal ions and (2) those made with the replacement of Mn by non-magnetic, closed shell, metal ions such as Ti, Zr. The ionic radii of the substituted elements, the Mn-O-Mn bond angles, the Mn-O bond length, the calculated bandwidths W, and the corresponding T C 's are given in Table I . It should be pointed out that neutron diffraction scattering lengths of the 3d elements are sufficiently different, and uniquely, the scattering length of Mn is negative. This allows relatively small amounts of other elements substituted into the manganites to be accurately located in the unit cell structure by employing neutron diffraction. For the TM-substituted LSMOs, they show the same crystal structure with space group R3 c. There are small changes in the lattice parameters, and almost the same valence-band structures near the Fermi level are observed. A decrease in T C is observed for all elements and a metal to insulator (MIT) transition occurs with increasing substitution content around x=0.2. The decrease in T C of the parent LSMO with substitution by other 3d transition metals is strongly related to the following two factors; (i) the magnetic moments of the substituting ions and (ii) the ionic radius mismatch between the substituting ion and Mn ions. For the TM-substituted LSMO, the degree of reduction in T C and saturation magnetization is related to the valence states of the substituting ions and the ionic size mismatch. The highest T C is obtained from the Cr-and Co-substituted LSMO. This is mainly due to the large magnetic moments of Cr and Co ions and also to the formation of the additional DE interactions between Cr and Mn (or between Co ions). Of the six transition metal-substituted systems, the Cr-based system presented some of the most interesting magnetic properties, followed by the Ni-based system and, finally, the Cu-based system. All systems exhibit layered magnetic behavior, a reduction in ferromagnetism with increasing transition metal content, complex magnetic interactions well below T C , and a metal to insulator transition around x~0.2 (a value also near the percolation threshold described in many works of around x~0.16). Our data for the Ni [7, 9] and Cr [8] systems strongly suggest the onset of charge ordering occurs coincident with the metal to insulator transition, and not only at specific nodal quantities. We suggest this type of ordering is highly likely in the remaining transition metal-substituted systems, but that additional analysis with neutron data is needed.
Substitution of the Mn-site by closed shell ions: Ti, Zr or Zn
There are several advantages in using closed shell ions to investigate metal substituted-LSMOs. First, the closed shell ions normally do not affect the magnetic interactions between the Mn ions due to their having no magnetic moment. Second, they have inert gas configurations, and therefore do not contribute to the electron charge density. But there still remains the possibility of secondary effects such as a disturbance of the magnetic ordering and a redistribution of electron charge density by a large ionic size mismatch at the B-site, as with, e.g. Zr
4+
. In general a decrease in T C and M S with increasing substitution is observed for the closed shell ionsubstituted LSMOs. This is attributed to the dilution of the magnetic ions and the weakening of the ferromagnetic DE interaction between them. , and the difference of the magnetic moments in the Mn-sites of the Zn-substituted LSMO and Ti-or Zr-substituted LSMO is only 0.1μ B per Mn-site. In this case, the competition between DE and SE interactions is a more important control factor for predicting T C and M S. Therefore, substitution onto the Mn-site with Zn 2+ produces more DE couplings and less SE couplings. In turn one would expect the Zn-substituted LSMO to have a larger M S and a higher T C than with Ti or Zr substitution, which produces less DE couplings and more SE couplings.
